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Abstract

Call four type � ������ matrices�X�� X�� X�� X�� of the same group of order m �odd�
with the properties �i� �Xi�I�T � ��Xi�I�� i � �� �� � � �ii� XT

�
� X� and the diagonal

elements are positive� �iii� XiXj � XjXi and �iv� X�X
T
�
	X�X

T
�
	X�X

T
�
	X�X

T
�
�


mIm� best matrices� We use a computer to give� for the �rst time� all inequivalent best
matrices of odd orderm � ��� Inequivalent best matrices of orderm� m odd� can be used
to �nd inequivalent skewHadamard matrices of order 
m� We use best matrices of order
�

�
�s�	�� to construct new orthogonal designs� including new OD��s�	�� �� �� �� �� s�� s���

AMS Subject Classi�cation� Primary ��B��� Secondary ��B��
Key words and phrases� Circulant matrices� supplementary di�erence sets� orthogonal
designs� Hadamard matrices�

� Introduction and basic de�nitions

A ������ matrix of order n is called a Hadamard matrix if HHT � HTH � nIn� where H
T

is the transpose of H and In is the identity matrix of order n� A ������ matrix A of order
n is said to be of skew type if A � In is skew�symmetric� If A is a skew type Hadamard
matrix then A is said to be a skew�Hadamard matrix� Two ������ matrices A�B of order
n are said to be amicable if ABT � BAT �

Let G be an additive abelian group of order n with elements g�� g�� � � � � gn and X a subset
of G� De	ne the type � ������ incidence matrix M � �mij� of order n of X to be

mij �

�

� if gj � gi � X
�� otherwise

and the type � ������ incidence matrix N � �nij� of order n of X to be

nij �

�

� if gj 
 gi � X

�� otherwise

In particular� if G is cyclic the matrices M and N are called circulant and back circulant
respectively� In this case mij � m��j�i�� and nij � n��i�j�� respectively �indices should
be reduced modulo n��

De�nition � Let X�� X�� X�� X� be four type � ������ matrices on the same group of
order m �odd� with the properties

�i� �Xi � I�T � ��Xi � I�� i � �� �� �

�ii� XT
� � X� and the diagonal elements are positive
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�iii� XiXj � XjXi

�iv� X�X
T
� 
X�X

T
� 
X�X

T
� 
X�X

T
� � mIm

Call such matrices best matrices of order m�

Pre and post multiplying equation �iv� by e and eT � respectively� where e is the ��m
matrix of all ones gives that m� � � s� where s is odd integer�

In this paper we consider circulant best matrices� so condition �iii� is trivially satis	ed�
Hence� multiplying on the left by eT �the ��m vector of one�s� and on the right by e both
sides of �iv� we conclude that circulant �or type �� best matrices can only exist for orders
m of which m � �� 
 �� 
 �� 
 a�� where a is the sum of the elements of the 	rst row of
the symmetric matrix X� and a is an odd integer�

An orthogonal design of order n and type �s�� s�� � � � � su� �si � ��� denoted
OD�n� s�� s�� � � � � su�� on the commuting variables x�� x�� � � � � xu� is an n� n matrix A with
entries from f���x���x�� � � � ��xug such that

AAT � �
uX

i��

six
�
i �In

Alternatively� the rows of A are formally orthogonal and each row has precisely si entries
of the type �xi� In ���� where this was 	rst de	ned� it was mentioned that

ATA � �
uX

i��

six
�
i �In

and so our alternative description of A applies equally well to the columns of A� It was also
shown in ��� that u � ��n�� where ��n� �Radon�s function� is de	ned by ��n� � �c
�d� when
n � �ab� b odd� a � c
 d� � � d � � For more details and constructions of orthogonal
designs the reader can consult the book of Geramita and Seberry ����

In section � we describe brie�y the method of construction� in section � we give all
inequivalent circulant best matrices of odd order m � ��� and in section  we use best
matrices to construct some new orthogonal designs and families of Hadamard matrices�

� Method of construction

In order to describe our construction for best matrices� we need a few more de	nitions� Let
n be a positive integer�

De�nition � Four subsets S�� S�� S�� S� of f�� �� ���� n��g are called ��n�n�� n�� n�� n����
supplementary di�erence sets �sds� modulo n if jSkj � nk for k � �� �� �� � and for each
m � f�� �� ���� n � �g we have ���m� 
 � � � 
 ���m� � �� where �k�m� is the number of
solutions �i� j� of the congruence i� j � m�mod n� with i� j � Sk �

Suppose that Sk are ��n�n�� n�� n�� n���� sds modulo n having the following additional
properties�

n
 � � n� 
 n� 
 n� 
 n� ���

i � Sk �� n� i 	� Sk� k � �� �� � ���

i � St �� n � i � St� t � � ���

�



where in ��� and ��� it is assumed that i � f�� �� � � � � n� �g�
Let ak � �ak� � ak� � � � � � akn��

�� k � �� �� �� �� be the row vector de	ned by

aki �

�
�� if i � Sk
� otherwise

Furthermore let Ak� k � �� �� �� � be the circulant matrices with 	rst row ak� Then it can
be easily veri	ed that A�� A�� A�� A� are four matrices of order n as described in de	nition
��

Let r be an integer relatively prime to n� and set

S
�

k � fri �mod n� � i � Skg 
 f�� �� � � � � n� �g

for k � �� �� �� �� These sets are also  � �n�n�� n�� n�� n���� sds modulo n satisfying the
conditions ���� ���� ���� We shall say that such quadruples S�� S�� S�� S� and S

�

�� S
�

�� S
�

�� S
�

�

are equivalent�
We now give a brief description of the method of computation used to 	nd the necessary

sds�s� The numbers ni are easy to determine �see ����� We 	rst generate a number of subsets
of size ni of f�� �� ���� ng having the required symmetry properties ��� or ���� and at the
same time compute the corresponding set of di�erences� We store the multiplicities of these
di�erences in a 	le� say fi� saving only sets of di�erences with di�erent multiplicities� After
creating these 	les for each of the sizes n�� ���� n�� we try to match the items in the four 	les
to produce an sds� This is done by examining items in two 	les only� say f� and f� and
creating a new 	le in which we record the pairs which produce di�erent total multiplicities
of the di�erences� The procedure is repeated with the remaining two 	les f� and f�� Finally
the resulting two 	les are examined in order to 	nd a perfect match�
The results that we found applying this algorithm are presented in the next section�

� The inequivalent supplementary di�erence sets

In this section we give for the 	rst time all inequivalent supplementary di�erence sets which
satisfy the condition ���� ���� ��� for all odd m � ���

Table ��
All inequivalent circulant best matrices of odd order m � ��

m � �� � ��� �� �� �� �� ��

S� � f�g� S� � f�g� S� � f�g� S� � �

m � �� � ��� �� �� �� �� ��

S� � f�� �� �g� S� � f�� �� �g� S� � f�� � �g� S� � f�� �� �� � �� �g

m � ��� � ���� �� �� �� ��� ���

��
S� � f�� �� �� �� �� ��g� S� � f�� �� �� �� ��� ��g�
S� � f�� � �� �� ��� ��g� S� � f�� �� � �� �� �� �� �� ��� ��g

�



��
S� � f�� �� ��� ��� ��g� S� � f�� � �� �� ��� ��g�
S� � f�� �� �� � �� �g� S� � f�� �� �� � �� �� �� ��� ��� ��g

Table �� �continued�

m � ��� � ���� ��� ��� ��� �� ���

��
S� � f�� �� �� ��� ��� ��� �� ��� ��� ��g� S� � f�� �� �� � �� �� ��� ��� ��� ��g�
S� � f�� �� �� ��� ��� ��� �� ��� ��� ��g� S� � f� �� ��� ��� ��� ��g�

��
S� � f�� �� � �� �� �� ��� ��� �� ��g� S� � f�� �� �� � �� �� ��� ��� ��� ��g�
S� � f�� � �� �� �� �� ��� ��� ��� ��g� S� � f�� �� �� ��� ��� ��g�

��
S� � f�� �� � �� ��� ��� ��� �� ��� ��g� S� � f�� �� � �� �� �� ��� ��� ��� ��g�
S� � f�� �� �� � �� �� �� ��� ��� ��g� S� � f�� �� �� ��� ��� ��g�

�
S� � f�� �� � �� �� �� ��� ��� ��� ��g� S� � f� �� ��� ��� ��� �� ��� ��� ��� ��g�
S� � f�� �� �� � �� �� �� ��� ��� �g� S� � f�� �� �� ��� ��� ��g�

��
S� � f�� �� � �� �� �� ��� ��� ��� ��g� S� � f�� �� �� � �� ��� ��� �� ��� ��g�
S� � f�� �� ��� ��� ��� �� ��� ��� ��� ��g� S� � f�� �� �� ��� ��� ��g�

��
S� � f�� �� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��g� S� � f�� �� �� � �� �� �� ��� ��� ��g�
S� � f�� �� � �� �� ��� ��� ��� �� ��g� S� � f�� �� �� ��� ��� ��g�

��
S� � f�� �� � �� �� �� ��� ��� ��� ��g� S� � f�� �� �� � �� �� �� ��� ��� ��g�
S� � f�� �� �� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��g� S� � f�� � �� ��� ��� ��g�

m � ��� � ���� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��

��

S� � f�� �� �� �� ��� ��� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� �� ��� ��� ��g�
S� � f�� �� � �� �� �� ��� ��� ��� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��g�
S� � f�� �� � �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� �� ��� ��g�
S� � f�� �� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��g�

��

S� � f�� � �� ��� ��� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��g�
S� � f�� �� �� ��� ��� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� �� ��� ��� ��g�
S� � f�� �� �� �� ��� ��� ��� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��g�
S� � f�� �� ��� ��� �� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��g�

� Constructions using best matrices

Theorem � Suppose there exist best matrices of order t � �

�
�s� 
 ��� then there exists an

OD��t� �� �� �� �� s�� s���

Proof� Suppose I 
 X �I 
 X��I 
 X� and X� are the circulant best matrices of order t�
Let a� b� c� d� e� f be commuting variables� De	ne

X �
�

�
�X� 
X��� Y �

�

�
�X� �X��

So

XT � �X� Y T � �Y� XXT 
 Y Y T �
�

�
�X�X

T
� 
X�X

T
� ��

Now de	ne





A� � aI 
 bX�

A� � dX�

A� � cI � dX�

A� � bX�

A� � eI 
 bX 
 dY

A	 � fI � dX 
 bY

A
 � eI � bX � dY

A� � fI 
 dX � bY

It is straightforward to check� using the properties of best matrices� that A�� A�� � � � � A�

satisfy the additive property and

�X
i��

AiA
�
i � �a� 
 c� 
 �e� 
 �f� 
 �t� ��b� 
 �t� ��d��It�

We now check if the matrices form an amicable set� First we see

A�A
T
� � adX� 
 bdX�X�

A�A
T
� � adX� � bdX�X�

A�A
T
� � cbX�� bdX�X�

A�A
T
� � cbX�
 bdX�X�

So
A�A

T
� � A�A

T
� 
 A�A

T
� � A�A

T
� � ��

Then we have

A�A
T
	 � efI 
 bfX 
 dfY 
 edX 
 bdX� 
 d�XY � ebY � b�XY � dbY �

A	A
T
� � efI � bfX � dfY � edX 
 bdX� 
 d�XY 
 ebY � b�XY � dbY �

A
A
T
� � efI � bfX � dfY � edX 
 bdX� 
 d�XY 
 ebY � b�XY � dbY �

A�A
T

 � efI 
 bfX 
 dfY 
 edX 
 bdX� 
 d�XY � ebY � b�XY � dbY �

So
A�A

T
	 � A	A

T
� 
 A
A

T
� � A�A

T

 � ��

Hence A� � � �A� are amicable set of circulant matrices satisfying the additive property�
Hence we may use them in Kharaghani array ��� to form OD��t� �� �� �� �� t� �� t� ��� �

Remark � We note there is no construction known which gives OD��t� �� �� �� �� t��� t�
���

Hence we haveOD���� �� �� �� �� ��� ����OD���� �� �� �� �� �� ���OD����� �� �� �� �� ��� ���
and OD���� �� �� �� �� ���� ���� for the 	rst time�

Theorem � Suppose there are best matrices of order m then there exists an OD�m� �� �� �� m�
���

�



Proof� Let x�� x�� x� and x� be four commuting variables� Write I 
B�� I 
 B�� I 
B�

and B� for the best matrices of order m� Further write A� � x�I
x�B�� A� � x�I 
x�B��
A� � x�I 
 x�B� and A� � x�B� for the four circulant �or type �� matrices of order m
satisfying

A�A
T
� 
A�A

T
� 
A�A

T
� 
A�A

T
� � �x�� 
 x�� 
 x�� 
 �m� ��x���Im�

Let R � rij� where rij � � for i
 j � m
 � and � otherwise� Then using the Goethals�
Seidel array �

����
A� A�R A�R A�R

�A�R A� AT
�R �AT

�R
�A�R �AT

�R A� AT
�R

�A�R AT
�R �AT

�R A�

�
���� �

is the required OD�m� �� �� �� m� ��� �

Corollary � Let m be the order of best matrices� Then an OD�m� �� �� �� m� �� exists�

Corollary � Let m � f�� �� ��� ��� ��g� Then an OD�m� �� �� �� m� �� exists�

Corollary � Let m be the order of best matrices� Then there exist up to � inequivalent
skew�Hadamard� and Hadamard� matrices of order m�

Proof� Let X�� X�� X�� X� be best matrices of order m� Then choosing A� � X��
A� � I � �X� � I�� A� � I � �X� � I� and A� � �X�� in the Goethals�Seidel array gives
the required result� �Note choosing A� � �I 
 �X� � I�� and A� � �I 
 �X� � I� is an
alternative choice�� �

We have constructed the Hadamard matrices of order �� made� using as A�� A�� A� and
A�� the 	rst rows given below in the Goethals�Seidel array

� � ��� ������ � � ��� ������ � � ��� ������ �������������

� � ��� ������ � � ��� ������ �� � ��� ������ �������������

� � ��� ������ �� � ��� ������ � � ��� ������ �������������

� � ��� ������ �� � ��� ������ �� � ��� ������ �������������

We believe that the four Hadamard matrices thus produced are H�inequivalent and inequiv�
alent skew�Hadamard matrices�

Corollary 	 Suppose there are best matrices of order m and an Hadamard matrix� H� of
order m��� then there is an Hadamard matrix of order m�m� �����

Proof� Use the best matrices to make an OD�m� �� �� �� m� ���
Write J for the m�� � � � m�� � � matrix of all ones� Normalize the Hadamard

matrix� H � of order m�� so that its 	rst row and column is all ones� then discard the 	rst
row and column to obtain the core of the Hadamard matrix� B� of order m��� �� which
satis	es BJ � �J and BBT � m��I�m�����J�m����� Then replacing the variables of the
OD�m� �� �� �� m� �� by J � J � J and B� which satisfy

�JJT 
 �m� ��BBT � �m� ��J 
 m�m� ����I � �m� ��J � m�m� ����I�

gives the required matrix� �

�



Example � We have found best matrices of orders m � � and ��� These give Hadamard
matrices or orders �� and ����� These orders are not new� but� since Kimura �� �� has found
some �� inequivalent Hadamard matrices of order �� which can be used in the corollary
for m � �� we may have constructed new� inequivalent� Hadamard matrices of order �����
Since the variables can also be replaced by J � �J � �J and �B there is further potential
for inequivalent Hadamard matrices� �

Corollary 
 Suppose there are best matrices of order m and a symmetric Hadamard matrix
of order h

	� h � �m
 ����


�� h � �m
 ����


�� h � �m
 �����

then there is an Hadamard matrix of order m�h� ���

Proof� Use the best matrices to make an OD�m� �� �� �� m� ���
Normalize the symmetric Hadamard matrix of order h so that its 	rst row and column

is all ones� then discard the 	rst row and column to obtain the symmetric core of the
symmetric Hadamard matrix� B� which satis	es BJ � �J and BBT � hIh���Jh���Write
K � J � �I � Then

KJT � JKT � KBT � BKT � JBT � BJT �

Then replacing the variables of the OD�m� �� �� �� m� �� by

�� J � J � K and B�

�� J � K� K and B�

�� K� K� K and B

which satisfy

�JJT
KKT
�m���BBT � ��h���J
�h���J
I
h�m���I��m���J � m�h���I �

JJT
�KKT
�m���BBT � �h���J
��h���J
�I
h�m���I��m���J � m�h���I �

�KKT 
 �m� ��BBT � ��h� ��J 
 ��I 
 h�m� ��I � �m� ��J � m�h� ��I�

respectively giving the required matrices� �

Example � From above we have four sequences of lengths m � �� �� ��� �� and �� which
are the 	rst rows for best matrices� Then using Corollary � and the best matrices of orders
� and �� we obtain Hadamard matrices of order �� and ����� Using Corollary � we obtain
Hadamard matrices of orders � �  � ��� ��� �  � ��� ��� �  � �� �  � �� � ��� ���
�  � ��� �  � �� � �� and ���� �  � �� � �� None of these orders are new but there are
possibly inequivalent Hadamard matrices� �

Corollary � Suppose there are best matrices of order m� a back�circulant SBIBD�v� k� ��
and an Hadamard matrix with circulant core� B� of order

�



	� v � �k � �� 
 m��� �


�� v � ��k � ��
 m���� �


�� v � �k � �
m���� �


then there is an Hadamard matrix of order mv�

Proof� Form the OD�m� �� �� �� m� �� as before�
As before B satis	es BJ � �J and BBT � �v 
 ��Iv � Jv� Let A be the �� incidence

matrix of the SBIBD�v� k� �� then AJ � ��k�v�J and AAT � �k���I
�v��k����J�
We note ABT � BAT as A is back�circulant and B is circulant� We now replace the
variables of the OD�m� �� �� �� m� �� by ��� A� A� A and B� ��� A� A� J and B� and ���
A� J � J and B� respectively� which satisfy

�AAT
�m���BBT � ���k���I
��v��k����J
�m����v
��I��m���J � mvI�

�AAT
JJT
�m���BBT � ��k���I
��v��k����J
vJ
�m����v
��I��m���J � mvI�

AAT
�JJT
�m���BBT � �k���I
�v��k����J
�vJ
�m����v
��I��m���J � mvI�

gives the required matrices� �
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